[Reduction of radiation exposure during computed tomography perfusion using an iterative reconstruction method].
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the image noise reduction effect of iterative reconstruction (IR) when used to reduce radiation exposure during computed tomography (CT) perfusion. We scanned a contrast phantom using various radiation doses. Image reconstruction was via filtered back projection (FBP) and IR (adaptive iterative dose reduction 3D: AIDR3D). AIDR3D provided four levels of noise reduction (weak, mild, standard, and strong). We examined the accuracy of CTP map (cerebral blood volume: CBV, mean transist time: MTT, cerebral blood flow: CBF) low-dose IR images to create a digital perfusion phantom that simulates the dynamic curve of ischemic cases using reconstructed images. The optimal filter type of IR was evaluated in the low-frequency area of the NPS at low doses. We were able to obtain the optimal filter type of IR in the low-frequency area of the NPS that was equivalent to that of the reference (150 mA, FBP). The CTP map created using the optimal filter type of IR allowed dose reduction to 80 mA, much lower than the reference. We conclude that it is possible to reduce the dose to 46% of the reference level by using the NPS for dose reduction and IR. IR thus has the potential to contribute to reduction of radiation exposure during CT perfusion.